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REPRESENTING INJURED WORKERS
FREE OF CHARGE SINCE 1969
A community directed not for profit legal aid clinic

INJURED WORKERS
COMMUNITY LEGAL CLINIC
August20,2019

Hon. Doug Downey
Ministry of the Attorney General
11 1h floor, 720 Bay St. Toronto, ON
M7A2S9

Dear Mr. Downey:

Re: Restoring Funding to Specialty Legal Aid Clinics for Injured Workers

I have worked for one of the 3 injured workers' legal clinics for 42 years. I am now
semi-retired and about to retire. The funding cuts do not affect me significantly on a
personal financial basis. I would be remiss, however, if I missed the opportunity to
engage in a reflection on the importance of preserving and enhancing free "clinic law" to
one of Ontario's most vulnerable groups, injured workers. As our beloved LAO system
evolves, it's important for it to engage its institutional memory. I hope that I can help that
important process with the following reflections.

Workers' compensation law is extremely complicated

As a community legal worker at the Injured Workers Community Legal Clinic I have
represented injured workers at all levels of the workers' compensation appeal system
since 1979. What used to be a non-adversarial inquiry system has become so much
complicated that few private bar lawyers represent injured workers today. An advocate
must know the law that existed before 1990, the so called "pension" system. Then one
must know the so called "wage loss system" in place since 1990. In turn, the new legal
regime has been amended by every government that succeeded the changes. The Bob
Rae NOP passed Bill 165. The Mike Harris Tories then passed Bill 15 and Bill 99. T he
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McGuinty Liberals passed Bill 187. The Wynne Liberals passed Bill 177. Even the few
senior worker representatives left get confused, and need to consult each other to find
their bearings in this meandering flow of legislation.

To add to the "picture of representation", one needs to keep up with the vast and high
quality level of decisions emanating from the Workplace Safety and Insurance Appeals
Tribunal. Keeping up with WSIB policy, which is convoluted and in constant change, is
equally challenging. Most importantly, an advocate needs to deal with injured workers in
acute financial and emotional distress. Their appeal files can be thousands of pages
long. No wonder, I would submit, there are few injured worker advocates.

There has been a sharp decline in legal clinics representing injured workers

When the system was less complicated, more general legal clinics were representing
injured workers. The advocates (lawyers and CLWs) would meet regularly in an interclinic group called Toronto Injured Workers' Advocacy Group. I recall that clinics like
Parkdale, Downsview, Rexdale, Kensington Bel/woods (formerly Central Toronto), East
Toronto, West Scaroborough, Flemington, and West Toronto all engaged in workers'
compensation law. This is not the case anymore. A similar trend has occurred outside
the GTA, especially in Northern Ontario. I am certain that the complexity of the law has
played a significant role in this development. These clinics, in general, are deferring to
the specialty clinics for their expertise on workers' compensation.

Injured workers face financial and mental health challenges

The purpose of this letter is not to document the financial and mental health challenges
of injured workers. It is not disputed that workers with permanent injuries, particularly if
not returning to employment, face these. I would be happy to provide a list of the
various studies on the matter. What I want to relate is my own experience with this.

Our specialty clinics are a place of last resort. Workers reach us after having been
denied compensation, often many times. By this time their financial situation is dire.
The future looks dark and personal and family problems are mounting. Depression and
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anger are common. An advocate must be able to "give time" to the injured worker to
explain the relevant information for the appeal, but also support and encourage the
worker, who can be suicidal. When successful, we are often told we saved their lives. I
have attached a relevant email to the Premier by an injured worker. We are called upon
to help not only the injured worker, but the human. That is why our clinic
enthusiastically participated in LAO's mental health strategy, with strong support and
engagement from our client community. We encourage your Ministry and LAO to
continue to see clients holistically, in particular by paying attention to the mental health
implications of clinic law.

Clinic law for injured workers is "good business" for Ontario

I must confess that I did not enter this field, years ago, thinking about the "business
case" for community legal clinics. I was motivated by the principle of access to justice.
However, there is definitely a "business case" for community legal clinics. As you know,
the Canadian Bar Association has estimated that for every dollar spend on legal aid, six
dollars are saved elsewhere.
This applies to access to justice for injured workers too. Injured workers who do not file
claims (many workers are afraid to claim or do not know how) or injured workers who
are rejected by the system with no legal representation are a cost. Not to the WSIB, but
to the social assistance and health care systems. A rejection by one becomes a cost to
the others.
Many of the clients at IWC come after they have qualified for ODSP. If their appeal for
WSIB is successful, the WSIB will reimburse ODSP. The injured worker's file will have a
form directing the WSIB to do so. This reimbursement will cover the past. But moving
forward, the ODSP system will not be paying, the WSIB will, at a considerable saving
for the public purse.
Not very well known, but extremely significant, is the cost transfer from WSIB to the
health care system under OHIP. It's not well known that WSIB covers the medical cost
of an injury or disability it approves. When a worker is successfully represented, a huge
saving occurs to Ontario's health care system, which is already under stress.
WSIB files do not contain documentation that help us figure out the magnitude of the
cost. The transfer is done directly from the WSIB to OHIP, without copy to the worker.
But the sum must be staggering. Here too, the cost involves past and future savings.
An injured worker I represent had back surgery and saw her OHIP statement: the
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surgery cost Ontario $180,000, not including a lot of post-surgery rehabilitation. This is a
small example but it helps us imagine the savings to our health care system if injured
workers have full access to justice at the WSIB. Surprisingly, Ontarians seems to be
generally unaware of this "cost transfer" issue, since there is a lot of concern about the
sustainability of health care. It would be interesting for the Auditor General or the
Ministry of Finance to look into the link between access to justice for injured workers
and the savings incurred by our health care system.
Mr. Downey, I wish you luck and wisdom in your new role as Attorney General of
Ontario. You are known as a good listener and can affect positive change. Hoping you
can reflect on this information, I look forward to hearing back from you and would be
delighted to meet you in person.

Sincerely,

Orlando Buonastella
IWC Legal Clinic
CC. David Field, Italian Fallen Workers Memorial Committee
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Orlando Buonastella (IWC)
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
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171@rogers.com>
11:37 AM
Orlando Buonastella (IWC)
FW: Injured Workers

August~08·19

Hi Orlando,
This is what J emailed Ford.
Hope you are keeping well.
Thanks,

..

From: RIJM
T [mailto· • Ulbr1@rogers.com]
Sent: August 8 1 2019 11:32 AM
To: 'premier@ontario.ca' <premier@ontario.ca>
Subject: Injured Workers
August 8 111 2019
Dear Premier Ford,
I am very disturbed that your government has reduced the funding for legal aid. I have been represented by the Injured
Workers Community Legal Clinic and found their help very important.
Unfortunately, I was injured at work on July 161h 1991. If it were not for the assistance for years battling WSIB I would
not be alive today. Only recently have I been accepted into WSIB's Serious Injury Program.
The Injured Workers Community Legal Clinic has been battling my case for years and it continues. They have not
approved my August long term and ongoing medications that I require putting me once again in financial ( $625.52 )
and mental stress, yet again this Legal Clinic assisted me. I cannot speak to WSIB you have no idea how frustrating it is
to deal with WSIB and the bureaucracy.
Premier Ford, please do not reduce or eliminate funding for this important service. We injured workers have no voice.
We need a voice. Injured workers cannot afford private lawyers.
Sincerely,

Ril'M £
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Agreement to Reimburse and
Assignment of Workplace Safety
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This Agreement, made in duplica.t e pursuant to

O

Section 15 of Ontario Regulation 134/98 under the Ontario Works Act, 1997
Section 13 of the Ontario Regulation 222/98 under the Ontario Disability Support Program Act,
1997

Between

Municipality/Indian Band
(hereinafter referred to as "the Municipality/Indian Band")
~1

The Ministry of Community and Social Services (hereinafter referred to as "Ontario")

And - t h e reclpient/partlclpantN)
Whereas the recipient/participant Is receiving financial assistance or income support pursuant to the

O

The Ontario Works Act, 1997

@

The Ontario Disabillty Support Program Act, 1997

And Whereas the recipient/participant is required as a condition of eligibility to enter into this
agreement:
Therefore, the parties agree as follows:
1. The Recipient/participant agrees to reimburse

for all monies paid or to be paid by the

?.-o" 1 nc.e ot O>to...rt O

Vcov1nCe of Oofu.rtc)

to the recipienVparticipant/beneficiary out of monies or which are due and owing or may become
due and owing to the recipienVparticipant or any beneficiary when those monies become payable.
2. The parties agree that the reimbursement referred to in section 1 herein is to be made out of
monies which would be included as Income under lhe relevant Regulation.
3. The parties agree that the reimbursement amount shall not exceed the amount of assistance
received from
~
to the date this claim is settled or until such time as
~ assistance/income support Is terminated,

(DD/MM!YYYY)
out of any compensation that may be coming to the recipient/participant from
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For Claim Specific to Workplace Safety and Insurance Benefits only
Claim
Number:
If there are any other claims and or pensions being processed, please provide cfaim and/or pension
numbers:

If claim number not available:

~Y)
Nature of Injury
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Dated at:
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-Agreement to Reimburse and Assignmenl of Workplace Safety

Witness

Dated at

385
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thls_._dayof~.~

Witness

Workplace Safety and Insurance Board hereby approves the above assignment.-------
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